GOD – GOLD & GOVERNANCE
I don’t know how you arrived on this lonely stretch of highway. Perhaps your route included Lure of the
Caballo’s and Metals Man and land. But, in case you didn’t visit these two ports of entry the purpose of
this essay is to:
1.. Examine and expand your root knowledge as to why we are constantly in one predicament after
another.
2.. Expose BLM’s green 3809 lock on the entrance to the Kingdom of Metals.
3.. Equip you with a simple solution to regain responsible freedom and prosperity.
Note: In case you did not stop by the above destinations it’s likely that some of the places you will
travel herein could or will seem foreign, strange, or just plain wrong.. Regardless of how
bizarre this route may seem, I encourage you to stay the course, even if you suspect that these
words are black ice.
We all know life’s highway is not always peaches and cream. In fact, there are always all kinds of
hidden dangers some of us seem destined to find. However, it is not these particular scenarios I am trying to
describe. Instead, it’s the unseen, but in your face threats we are confronted with that deserves scrutiny.
For instance – There are anti-Gold & Silver forces that have been busy behind the scenes, in a well
orchestrated and dedicated scheme to eliminate these two metals that threaten the current paper, plastic and
digital forms of money. Therefore, I will try to reveal why we all find ourselves either broke down,
stranded or lying upside down in some God forsaken bar-ditch.
When I was young, like most people I didn’t pay much attention to money, except to realize I never had
enough of it. Later, when Silver coins became scarce and paper lost its silver lining I began to get a nagging
itch, which instinctively suggested that reality had become tilted and that our moral compass no longer
pointed towards truth. So, whether you till the fields, fly the skies or drive the highways this is also your
story.
Although these contents apply to everyone, including prospectors, miners, ranchers and loggers this
message is directed towards Trucker’s and RV’rs. It’s you guys who shift the gears of commerce and hold
the keys for change.
RV’rs – you not only number in the millions, but you’ve been there and done that and are a political
force to be reckoned with.
Truckers, for years you have been looked upon as worthless dirt or worse. But, believe it or not you are
far more important than you realize. Since the days of the one horse wagon to presently controlling the
awesome power of 500 horses you hold the reins to everyone’s future. Besides driving endless hours
delivering what the world depends upon you also are always in a position to initiate change. You’d be
surprised to know that even though you are given little respect what you say here and there often takes root
and alters destiny. You may not think that the subjects of GOD and gold are intimately applicable to your
daily life, but you know Governance certainly is.
Although we don’t seem to control the beginning or the end of our lives, we can choose how to direct
the wheels over this puzzling highway. It’s during this brief period of time that we can create change and
achieve our dreams. Our forefathers did not have the equipment we do, yet look what they accomplished.
I guess it’s just plain old human nature to focus upon the stem of anxiety rather than go to the root of
any problem. Likewise, we seldom examine the soil that nourishes these roots of uncertainty. Similarly, we
are especially adept at squawking, but seldom obtain satisfaction with this type of behavior.
While rummaging through the thorn infested fields of our shared tendencies where success always
remains just out of reach I finally stumbled over the reason why I at least was on this merry-go-round. The
answer was, as normal right there all around me; but I was blinded by my arrogance and self-righteousness.
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Obviously, where I erred was in drawing improper conclusions from what I thought I could see and
hear. Then, to compound this problem I would often try to communicate my foolish assumptions.
Consequently, no matter how hard I tried to improve upon the art of communicating I remained mired in
yesterday’s ruts.
For years, most of us have relied upon printed words to help us keep up with this fast paced world. To
avoid being left behind most of us read the salvos of just in time articles. Unfortunately, most of the
magazines and newspapers, whether paper or digital only repeats the endless array of symptoms that have
mushroomed into a plague of monumental proportions. As the printed words tap dance around the issues it
appears that truth and solution took a detour down some blind alley.
Even though many of us consume large mental meals it seems that the majority of city dwellers prefer
the addictive TV pabulum. Unfortunately, it’s these same people who believe their food originates on the
grocery store shelves that elect our benevolent leaders who force us to swallow their rules. What’s worse,
these habitats of humanity folks don’t have a clue, nor care what their rulers jam down the throats of
miners, ranchers, farmers, loggers or drivers. They conveniently forget that it these rugged individuals who
make the cities practical places to inhabit.
When it comes to Rights, or land issues the wise city slickers believe all the green tripe they’ve been
spoon fed for the last 20 years and relish more. It’s possible that I have already lost a few of you. So and
just in case my dust has dimmed your penetrating vision I urge you to visit at least a few of green web sites
listed at end of this trip. If these green places don’t grab your attention then it is probably too late and a
crash and burn waits as your tires turn.
You Truckers know exactly what I’m talking about because the safety organizations keep branding you
as a menace to society as they jam and cram all manner of rotten rule in your path. In fact, city dwellers
have bought into the myth that only the government can manage or protect our land and lives. The result is
we who cherish freedom are terrified of Uncle Sam and Aunt Nanny.
I realize that government has awesome power, but its us individuals who hold the bit and key which
controls and focuses this frightening power. If, however, we let loose of the reins it will indeed go berserk
and devour us all like any wild dangerous beast. So, as long as we can still see out our windshields we
can’t afford to let go of the wheel.
It really does not take a lot of like minded people to create change - the American Revolution proved
that a few individuals can make a difference. During those dark yesterdays the majority did not participate
in the revolution. In fact about 50% believed in staying with the crown and considered those who fought as
either traitors or brigands. Even though only a small minority had the courage to stand up against the might
of the tyrant – they prevailed. To further illustrate how a small group can influence look at what thel gang
of cutthroat EcoElite's have done to our lives. This small band of GangGreens have not only made fuel
outrageously expensive, but are constantly picking your pockets with their permits, licenses and
regulations. Just in case you don’t know what I mean by the words GangGreen & EcoElite these dubbed
terms reflect the socialists who pretend to have our interests at heart under the banner of environmentalism.
We obviously will not undue overnight all the hideous GreenGreed wrongs to our Constitutional and
God given Rights. But, if I had a cat I’d sure be tempted to let it loose among these fat rats. If we don’t
learn to recognize the enemy they will win. The truth is the greens have outflanked us at every stage of the
way. Sure we can win an occasional skirmish, but in the process we are individually left bankrupt as the
mighty green band plays on.
Maybe you won’t believe it, but the Constitutional Rights and Biblical principles some of us still believe
in are in the battle for our very existence. Therefore, I recommend that you not only examine who and what
you are, but what you stand for. In my opinion, and perhaps this fork in the road is where I may leave some
of you – one of the best ways to discover this is to look into the mirror that’s always resting under your
feet. Just like any glass mirror the dirt reflects everything about who you were and are, as well as your
purpose and wants. So even though you cannot look far into a glass mirror you can dig deep in the dirt.
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Please try to keep in mind that unruly power is useless without your money. Therefore, with this said I
will proceed by writing about how real money is not made on printing presses, but, instead, from that which
we are made.
What you are reading is the result of several visitations by way of the trashcan. Even though identifying
the problem and describing the solution has become exceedingly simple to comprehend – gathering and
bundling this reality into words has proven to be a difficult task. Needless to say, that in spite of my
understanding the Green’s relentless attacks, where no quarter is given and no prisoners taken it is
nonetheless still all too easy to fall into their trap of confusion.
The environmental community has three sides, what I call the unholy trinity, which is actually only a
giant pyramid scheme. It consists of the radical foot soldiers and the various State and federal agencies who
do the bidding of the multi-national corporations. It makes no difference when or where you lived upon the
earth, because you have always been under some kind of authority or Ruler. To discover who these rulers
really are simply follow the money trail, which always leads straight to the giant corporations.
Haven’t you ever wondered where all the billions of dollars come from, besides your pockets as to how
all the States and countries magically got environmental organizations over night? Or, better yet, who is
paying for all the TV shows that constantly bombards our eyes and ears? Have you ever taken the time to
watch what the kids are being taught on green TV and at green government schools? Again, just like any
detective one must ask what the motives are and who has the most to gain. Quite obviously it is the giant
multi-national corporations who have bought and paid for the best politicians and bureaucrats possible. The
tactics of the greens has always been insidiously methodical, kind’a like the creeping crude.
We must always keep in mind that we are not only being aggressively attacked by the known
GangGreens, but also from strategically and well-camouflaged quarters. Many times who we think are our
friends are in actuality dedicated enemies. In other words – not all is what it appears to be despite the Noble
sounding rhetoric. To get a better perspective regarding the deceptive practices used in the art of war you
should read Sun-Tzu @ http://www.kimsoft.com/polwar.htm
History shows that when the metals are not sought, extracted and exploited all human endeavor declines
into squalor, chaos and ruin. The green attacks during the last thirty years have produced a decline in metal
production, resulting in the current economic, political and religious crises. I suspect that if I could go back
in time and smell the winds prior to the Fall of Rome, the Civil War, or the 1920's the fragrance today
would be astonishing similar.
Most dictators, socialists, priests and elitists throughout time have controlled the land. Thus, people
living under a King, Queen, Pope, Dictator or Government have always been subjects, peasants and/or
slaves. This Country's Constitutional feet have long been resting upon a free land. But something went
wrong not too long ago. For most of my time upon this nation's ground I paid scant attention to the
degenerate weeds growing about my feet. But, now, I not only see ugly, mean and green weeds thriving
next to wilting prosperity, but our rights are being cut down and the roots tilled and burnt.
No matter where you turn, the green minded media is always there battering our senses with truth
carefully sandwiched between two lies. They constantly shout their slogans might makes right, the ends
justify the means, man must go, rights are wrong and the land belongs to the rats and bats. Even though
they are becoming bold they still don’t say bats and rats in same sentence. Instead, they chant oxymoron’s
like the sky is falling (ozone hoax) or the global warming scare. It seems they substantiate these fatuous
thesis’s by indicating America’s 2001 winter is a sign of shifting weather patterns, which will usher in a
heat wave that will bake, boil and dry the earth’s surface a thousand years from now. Of course, only the
brilliant EcoElites can avert this disaster, but and of course we will have to continue dismantling our
pitifully small remaining industrial base.
Here’s one of their better success stories – the thousands of Superfund clean-up sites. From what I can
determine not a single such site, after many years and billions of dollars thrown down these bottomless pits
has yet to be completed. But, never fear for the cure is only a few more dollars away.
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To further boggle your imagination try these green restrictions placed upon the affairs of mankind.
1. Cows must be eliminated because they pass too much global warming gas, and in the same breath
demand cars and trucks use catalytic converters. Making a law that demands vehicles have converters to
clean the air sounds reasonable until you realize that these converters are pumping even more greenhouse
(carbon dioxide) gas into the atmosphere. Clearly, this is a green inspired self-fulfilling prophecy. Most
major cities have established base lines to measure future gas emissions. And now that cars are belching
out more of this gas it will prove to everyone including the skeptics that even more laws, permits, fines and
expensive gadgets be installed to solve this serious advancing world wide threat. Like all bureaucratic fixes,
the only thing that happens is more bureaucracy and fewer dimes in our pockets.
2. Their appallingly expensive Clean Water boondoggles. They say not to pollute or disturb their water, and
if you do it’s off to jail you go after being stripped of all your worldly assets. But it’s just fine for hippo’s to
defecate in waterways. Yet, let a prospector pan for gold and all hell breaks loose.
3. To aid the failing economies that their rules initiated they created Eco-tourism. Oddly, to date, there are
no success stories. In fact, they are steadily closing off all wildernesses to the public. Now if you happen to
be influential, powerful and/or rich you can visit these places at your leisure and shoot their protected
beasts.
4. The list of nightmare anti-human activity is simply too long to place here, but, never fear they are
crafting more restrictions to protect you even as I write.
In fairness to their green gospel doctrines I became forced to ask myself if these rascals have any
validity? As I read and dug through their cryptic fanatical religious doctrines, all I found was crooked
accusing fingers. It was not difficult to recognize their ritualistic and autocratic words being hurled towards
all people who inhabit or use the earth. For some unexplained reason they have seen fit to exclude their
priestly biologists, grave robbing archaeologists, sanctimonious environmentalists, legislators, DOT
enforcers, and of course the self-righteous land managers from the same rules governing you and me.
Before the greens came upon the scene individuals reined King and Queen. This Republic was never a
mindless mob rule democracy. The rights of the many never out-weighed the rights of the individual. But,
now the social engineers would have us believe that the individual can be sacrificed for the benefit of the
majority. If we accept what the new green theme is preaching then consider your spouse, sons and
daughters as a meaningless protoplasmic fecal goo. From where I stand this new green faith is not only
unconstitutional, but slaps the Creator’s face. Unfortunately, too many people stand for nothing and fall for
everything excreted from this new green empire.
A big gripe I have with our so-called “Representative” form of government is that it is NOT really
representative. It’s a sham and a horrid hoax. I’ll try quickly to explain so you too can see some light that
they apparently want to keep neatly tucked away in some pitch-black dungeon. When we vote to elect a
house or senate member it sounds good and true to be so lucky, but it nonetheless is pure unadulterated
hogwash! Yes, we elect representative members within each state. But, what about all the other states
whose elected representatives enact laws controlling our future to which we have no say? For example –
you live in Alabama and voted for your congressman to represent you in Washington, DC. But, a
congressman in New York crafts a law that all the other representatives either vote up or down and we must
live by what all these others did or did not do? This is representative government? I think not. We have
long been deceived, but I never hear anyone yelling about this treachery.
Most of us don’t like being told what to do. Similarly, I doubt that many of us would tolerate a stranger
telling us how to live or behave. So, why is it ok for someone in another state to force their will or ideas
upon you and me? Regardless of your answer I don’t believe anyone has the right nor the authority to force
beliefs upon any free person. Yet, like it or not our government has and is imposing its will upon all of us.
We are supposed to have property rights in America, but these rights were thrown on the trash heap well
over a hundred years ago. When we allowed a property taxing authority to exist we inadvertently threw
away our freedoms and rights. When this horrid event took place “The People” fell victim to the belief that
children needed an education and the so-called authorities said the only way to achieve fairness in raising
the funds to educate children was to tax all private land. This sounds on the surface as a good thing, but it is
really only a deceitful subterfuge that has finally come home to roost.
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Regardless as to how Nobel the cause may sound to educate children – to tax private land is an
irresponsible act to accomplish this worthy goal. By taxing the land the owner has effectively been stripped
of any and all individual Constitutional Rights. Before proceeding a fundamental concept must first be
understood and agreed upon or the whole assertion of freedom falls apart. This is that a free man or woman
is responsible for their physical actions. In this particular instance this means that children and the
education thereof are the sole responsibility of the parents and not anyone else. If anyone other than the
parent is somehow forced to share this responsibility then the whole concept of being a sovereign people
residing within our Constitutional Republic is a deception.
If we Americans truly want freedom and at the same time want or demand that everyone share the costs
to educated the young then it would seem prudent that we devise a scheme of imposed taxation without
fooling around with the tenets of private land. Taxing land for educational or any other so-called worthy
societal goal destroys any and all concepts of being free. Once the state or any governing body can impose
taxes upon private land then the landowner becomes a ward of the state where corporate law is supreme
instead of the person.
In my opinion, in order to be a FREE person must be able to place his or her feet on some portion of
land that prohibits any and all unwanted entry by any other human, no matter what the grievance may be.
This may sound wanting, but the alternative is what we have and is seriously flawed and/or lacking any
semblance of equal protection. If you or I can reside or place our feet upon some amount of land without
fear of expulsion then we can consider ourselves truly free. However, if taxes are imposed upon private
land then we are merely renters who make payments to some authority for permission to reside or stand on
their land – not ours.
Oh I know there will be those bleeding hearts that say that sometimes it is necessary to invade another’s
castle to protect the children from the abusive man or woman. Similarly, we hear all the time where a
neighbor or spouse calls the police to extract the offending significant other, etc., etc. To these ludicrous
ideologies I simply say – Nonsense! Sure atrocities are committed all the time to inhabitants of so-called
private land or homes and they may even cry out for help and protection. My view is that no matter how
terrible the physical acts against another on private land may be there is no right of another to invade
private land to save or protect. If we are to punish the landowner that is currently upon his/her private land
for whatever acts considered offensive then I say wait till that person sets foot upon common or shared
ground. Then and only then should societal laws or rules be applied by force if necessary.
The Fourth Amendment of the United States Constitution says: "The right of the people to be secure in
their persons, houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be
violated, and no Warrants shall issue, but upon probable cause, supported by Oath or affirmation, and
particularly describing the place to be searched, and the persons or things to be seized." From what I
have read and understood even the US Constitution is only valid for those who reside within the borders of
Washington, DC. Unfortunately, in our collective zest to make sure that law is supreme instead of the
sovereign people we have seen fit to trash and or impose this constitutional mandate. In fact, our
government has mysteriously acquired the authority mandating that animals and plants have more rights to
land ownership than do human beings. Of course, like all governments throughout history all manner of
law is created to justify any and all pretense that supercedes the God granted sovereignty of man. So, I say
again, to allow even the tiniest infraction occur to the concept of being free and land ownership will negate
the entire foundation of any so-called freedom loving society.
Like it or not, it’s crystal clear that our representatives have turned green. I ask myself from where and
how did these wise greens who influence our representatives obtain such vast and superior knowledge? Is
their baseline data grounded upon substance or theory? From what I can piece together their brilliance
seems to emanate from the ivory towers of academia. Yet, where did these pedagogues get their mental
aptitudes? Did their abilities originate from God or some other brilliant intellectual that never practiced
what they preached? I have discovered one of their spell binding facts, which is – their Pied Piper’s tune
promises a cliff and fall to all.
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Sadly, and in spite of the lessons of history man and green alike seems too both like hiding from
TRUTH. The greens want to return to the good old days where they lived in caves and to never again
pollute the water even it means to never take a bath. Much of the world is physically a healthier place to
live today due to one simple reality it took us many generations to learn – take a bath and wash our hands.
If history teaches anything it says to always remain vigilant, do not perpetuate ignorance and don’t
dwell in deception. If the greens have done anything it has to be their sowed seeds of conflict and despair.
Because "adversity is the mother of invention" maybe we should be thankful for their appalling
impediments, because they are opening our eyes and stimulating some of us to action. It’s troubling that we
don’t recognize that when lies are constantly said we begin to believe these deceptions as gospel. Likewise,
it is sad many of us who realize that there is no threat to land and resources have nevertheless succumbed to
the theory that the land and resources must be protected. I ask from what, and who should do the
protecting? Although it is obvious that those who claim this authority have blatantly abused this power, we
nonetheless accept and even use the concept of “Wise Use” propaganda. For some unbeknownst reasons
we just don’t understand how this term “Wise Use” can mean anything to anyone. If you doubt this then
ask yourself who is wise enough to tell you how to live when that so-called wise person is also navigating
the same mysterious highway. Why don’t we allow the principles of supply and demand to work? I guess it
could be argued that that is exactly what we are doing. We demand insanity and there are those willing to
supply any and all that we want. If we allowed supply of resources to fulfill the demand then once this has
been accomplished the prices/costs would subside making it unpractical to practice unwarranted supply.
But, no we want regulatory schemes to monitor our wants and needs. Of course the result is the energy
crisis California is experiencing. No state or people would do without if the law of supply and demand was
allowed to naturally regulate. But, of course politicians and bureaucrats would not have jobs, so this cannot
be allowed.
It’s absolutely amazing how we demand to remain steeped in collective ignorance. We seem content
with property taxes and millions of pages of laws and regulations to keep us safe and secure. What a pack
of lies we have indebted ourselves with. We just don’t get it – there is no such thing as a good man made
tax or law. Why we remain fixated in the belief that taxes, laws and regulations are justified is a burning
mystery to me. Will we ever realize that taxes, laws and regulations must first steal before being given?
When do two wrongs ever make a right? Yet, we keep the legislative fires burning year round. A classic
example as to how ridiculous laws are – at one time in the west it was off to jail if a woman wore Levi
jeans or men’s pants. Oh, I know the argument is that only through law and order can safety be secured.
But, this is shallow thinking. Furthermore, I believe that all laws other than the Ten Commandments are
Satan’s creations. If we cannot abide by 10 God given Rules of conduct then what in the world would
posses us to believe millions of laws could do better?
To compound the miserable mystifying insanity (doing the same thing over and over expecting different
results), we go back to the same law-makers seeking relief from the very rules they created. This
philosophy sounds like asking the hen-house fox to not bite me, but go ahead and eat my neighbor. Have
you ever wondered why Yahweh never listed punishment for straying from the Ten Commandments?
Perhaps vengeance and imperfection are incompatible? Yes, I too fall victim to wanting my pound of
fleshly retribution, but what do I really accomplish, other than arrogant self-deception with this kind of
logic? In other words, I’ve come to the conclusion that the biblical scripture “Judge not lest ye be judged”
is all I need to get even with another imperfect person. Don’t get me wrong – I am not saying to forget what
the devil’s disciples are doing in the name of save this and protect that. In fact, I would encourage all
believers in the principles of freedom to keep a list of those creatures that are hell bent and seem to want us
to accompany them on their journey.
In the name of conservation and similar seductive words like save bats and rats the various agencies
going by the names of the BLM, ESA, BOR, EPA, Game & Fish, etc, etc., are not only plundering our
pockets but have bankrupted us all. Those of us who are not in hock can only watch in horror as our Nation
continues its dizzying plunge into snarled and knotted debt. Or, and perhaps more likely, most people are
not cognizant of their surroundings and are waiting for that rap on the door to awaken them.
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How can we ever hope to pay the 10 to 20 trillion dollars of on/off budget public debt? Even worse –
how will the 60 trillion derivative debts ever get paid? As American industries flee or are systemically
destroyed where's the money coming from for jobs to pay these fees? Supposedly, sometime in the not too
distant future and certainly before “Global Warming” arrives the interest alone on the national debt will
exceed all taxes collected. When that moment occurs or before – it’s Katy bar the doors, for there's going to
be a whirlwind that no one can stand against or has seen the likes of here-to-fore. When I try to imagine
what possess those who rob our piggy bank or turn skilled workers into hamburger flippers, and send our
factories to foreign soil all that comes to mind is power and greed. Apparently those who believe hurray for
me and to Hell with everyone else never heard – St Matthew 16:26: “For what is a man profited, if he shall
gain the whole world, and lose his own soul?” The US Constitution uses the word “inalienable” which
means we “The People” are not to have a lien placed upon us, because we are a free and sovereign people,
not debtors or subjects of a Ruler, King or government. Yet, our current paper we place faith in clearly,
openly and without reservation says we are only exchanging debt.
The latest get rich quick craze perpetrated upon the public are the state lotto’s. I don't have a thing
against gambling, because everyday we make decisions and choices which we hope turn out to be correct.
However, when the State got into the game after exterminating any and all rivals they became worse than
the Syndicate. At least the Mob paid off. The State in contrast, takes 50% off the top, and only pays a part
now and the rest over 20 to 30 years. If you ask me it was a neat trick the State played getting its money up
front and who knows if or when the winners will ever get their share.
Haven’t you wondered why it’s now ok to gamble as much as you want? The answer is that the State
knows they can't tax anymore, for the end is near, so they've resorted to fooling the people out of their last
dimes in these desperate times. Likewise, is it not interesting how Uncle Sam says it protects us from
ourselves like war on drugs? Have you ever wondered how many people are hooked on state run gambling?
If it is ok for a few hundred thousand people to throw away their hopes of hitting it big on some lotto ticket
then why does the BLM or the DOT want to destroy the little guy who only wants to mine or drive in or on
his field of dreams? Why does the BLM and the DOT put up so many road blocks on the road to
prosperity? Could it be that government is the evil empire, and the tyrants inhabiting this domain have only
one thing in mind, which is to keep us all fooled?
During the last thirty years we've been bathed and scrubbed sterile in a wash of law. We are constantly
spoon fed the ideology that order and rules other than the 10 Commandments are the bed rock of our
society. First of all, civilized society is not based upon conforming to man made laws, in fact it's just the
opposite. Our constitutional Republic’s foundation contains the premise that we are governed only if we
consent and are free to leave the law’s safety net.
I do not lay claim to being a citizen of District of Columbia (Washington, DC.) where the federal
government claims ownership of the land. In fact, I lay claim only to being a free entity subject only to the
Laws of God and free to wander the land known as the USA. I realize that I cannot trespass on another
man’s land, and must always seek his sovereign permission to visit. But, because the BLM managed
“Public Lands” belong to all free people I have this right to not only wander these specific lands, but also to
conduct my God given calling, which is prospecting and mining. I realize that there are wild beasts, some
of which may be two legged creatures inhabiting these lands. Consequently, I must, as Nature demands be
prepared to defend my life and rights of free unhindered access.
The corporate green government says animals, especially the threatened species are to be granted free
access to BLM managed land to conduct their lives as nature intended. According to their scientific
descriptions I too am an animal. And because the government or the agencies of government have seen fit
to make all manner of law and regulation against the practice of digging in the dirt to locate and remove the
metals they have made miners and prospectors an endangered or almost extinct species. Thus, I deserve the
same privileges to inhabit the land as any wild and untamed animal on their threatened ESA list. However,
because I am a sovereign and free being I choose not to wear one of their radio collars so my movements
can be monitored. The greenies say that they respect the wild animals, but placing a radio collars on them
sure sounds like inhumane and cruel bondage to me.
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Even though I was born in America I am not a captive subject to laws and rules made not of my making.
Therefore, if I am forced to be held captive to the rule of law then I am being held against my will. Thus,
and if this is the case then I am merely a slave, which the Bill of Rights forbids.
It should be eminently clear to anyone who can see, hear and smell that all of God’s created forms of
life, which in my humble opinion includes all self sustainable elements and combinations of are not
government grants, but are the very meaning and essence of life. What I mean by self sustaining elements
is the mineral components that make up water, air and land, which are also free to all. Oh I realize that the
know-it-all self-serving regulators say man has abused his rights to breath, drink and transport himself. But,
not everyone, including me shares that opinion. Sure, some men do dastardly things to that which we hold
dear, but what some do is no excuse to regulate the environment in which we all co-exist within. In fact, it
is demonstrably true that Government itself has been the biggest abuser to nature, land and man.
Unfortunately and in spite of reality, the immoral tactics of the green government agencies has seen fit to
create all forms of co-existence with nature as permitted licensed privileges. Is it not just a bit peculiar that
lawmakers claim they have a mandate to regulate and we are stuck with no way out but to litigate?
History has proven that man’s morality cannot be legislated by ruler or government. Yet, those who
believe they are somehow superior to all other forms of life continue crafting and imposing their laws and
rules upon the rest of the creatures inhabiting the earth to live by. I must say again that only the 10
Commandments are the law of the land and all else are forgeries and imposters. I say without any
reservation that those who subscribe to the thesis that government is legitimate and participate willingly
with are none other than chattel mortgaged entities of a corporate state.
To craft and enhance civilization, man has passed by word and metals the fabric of our custom, culture
and tradition. So, without each (word and metal), man would have remained a savage, and would not, nor
could not have passed on knowledge or belief. The trouble with words alone, whether spoken or written, is
that they are always warped by inherited social prejudices. Even though superstition and ignorance remain
a fact of life it’s been the metals that have seen us through thick and thin. With the metals not only was and
is there prosperity, but a new forged and formed silent language we can all understand. It’s the metals that
stop stifling strife to land and man not the ruler’s hand.
Mining is essential to maintaining freedom. There is and has always been an underlying premise that
without private land there can be nothing resembled liberty or freedom. And, like the days of old our new
Caesar’s have concocted a fresh miner's plight and blight upon the land that we had all better fight if we
want to keep our rights.
Clearly, to all that have eyes, there is a green steam rolling machine imminently near, which I believe is
something to fear. The socialists are painting a global scene that is the same age-old form of conquest, but
although packaged as something new it is really just old green goo. This new menace has merely converted
worn-out communism into ecoism, with the end result being the same – making the people tame.
Do you remember Tennessee Ernie Ford’s song “16 tons” where he sang: “Some people say a man is
made out of mud – a poor man is made of muscle and blood – muscle and blood, skin and bones, a mind
that is weak and a back that is strong – you load 16 tons and what ya get, another day older and deeper in
debt – St. Peter don’t you call ‘cause I can’t go, because I owe my soul to the company store.”
During the middle 1970’s it was commonly heard in the business community to cut the fat so the knife
went whack. But this was not enough so in the 1990’s the “market” demanded that corporate America
become lean and mean! Well, corporate America not only got lean but also got good at being mean!
Some of you might have read some of my previous discussions about corporations. But, for those who
don’t know what a corporation is perhaps I’d better describe. A Corporation is a non-living legal entity
endowed with the amazing paranormal capacity to live forever. Obviously this is an astonishing paradox.
These entities exist in many a form for endless array of purposes, which most of us recognize as the
businesses we work for and derive our meaning and income from.
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Although I have no problem believing that Biblical Yahweh created all life our state governments who
create corporations clearly do not place faith in the GOD of the Bible. In fact they openly declare that only
their green God has relevance, substance and meaning. But I must ask by what creative method did the
government originate? Oh, we know that men utilize the concept of Government, but from what power or
authority is the government’s legitimate existence derived from? Did their present green god bestow upon
lowly evolved humans the ability to conceive rulers or corporate government? You don’t suppose their god
is none other than the great deceiver do you? From my perspective regarding the origins of life I would
have to ask if it is wise to be an active member of such a something that has questionable existence? Is it
possible for such an entity that can exist forever yet not be alive be good for and to you? Furthermore, I am
forced to speculate as to what type of human would want to inhabit the house of a soulless entity?
I know that we all must endeavor at some type of labor to sustain bodily needs and humanly wants. But
I ask you – should we pledge allegiance to that which pays us and exists only in the thoughts of its
creators? It’s assumed that from where many of us draw our pay that the entity only wants use of our time.
But, I wonder just how much time is really bought or more likely mortgaged?
By the way, for those of you who have avoided living in a fool’s paradise where paper and plastic rein
you are still subject to the economics of supply and demand. When the money lender goes to the vault for
what's been lent and finds it spent, who do you suppose is going to get bent? You, that's who. In time he'll
demand and take anything he can who has a dime. So, when the timbers buckle and crack from the weight
of us all, it might be wise to take shelter in and under metallic halls and walls. In order to discover how ill
you can become in the ultimate corporate structure visit the UN’s corporate web site at:
http://www.un.org/english/ Like all mysteries you will have to do a lot of digging to expose the details, but
the effort will open your eyes to a perverted and hideous form of so-called life.
Have you ever asked yourselves what kind of a so-called ‘non-profit’ or ‘for profit’ corporation would
advocate that the earth needs to be shed of billions of people to save the environment? Of course the next
question would be -- who will do the exterminating? Hitler, Stalin, Mao knew that all they had to was
“…give a man a badge, uniform and gun and he’ll do anything to keep them...”. The corporate state may
imprison or exterminate me, but it nor they who goosestep to its beat or sing its tune will kill my dream.
We know or think we understand what land is, but what is money? Since the beginning of time it
appears that some form of “medium of exchange” has been necessary for a rudimentary conception to the
meaning of life. Abstract concepts regarding what life is has been a raging debate and seems destined to
remain undecided or inconclusive. On the other hand, all humans realize that survival means some kind of
labor. The question was and still is how to equate work and time to something tangible.
Most likely, thousands or perhaps millions of years ago, mediums of exchange took the form of
cooperative effort between individuals or groups of roving hominoids as they fought to exist. As their
organizational skills advanced it appears likely that food sources were stored and traded as valuable
commodities. Even though this is an ancient practice we nevertheless continue this age-old practice today.
To learn more as to how commodities are traded visit The Chicago Board of Trade at:
http://www.cbot.com/
As people’s organizational skills progressed they found that the normal trade items were bulky and not
easily transported. So, some new type of store of wealth was required. Whatever this item would be it not
only had to be easily portable, but rare, durable, divisible and desirable. I suspect stone tools, such as axes
and arrowheads fit this early prerequisite quite nicely. Then, as time marched on various rare, but beautiful
colored stones became probably became such a medium of exchange. The American Indians used both
seashells and turquoise for trade items. Whereas, the soft, clear, yellow Amber was used as a form for
money amongst early Europeans. However, because stones, including gems are not easily dividable without
losing value and are not very durable they eventually fell out of preference for something better. Thus,
metals arrived on the scene and have been with us ever since.
Regardless as to which metal was in or out of favor in the early formative years of human activity –
Gold and Silver eventually became the standard worldwide medium of exchange. These metals not only
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satisfied all the requirements to measure human desire, but they served to gauge the very essence and
meaning of life, work and time.
Unfortunately, because man has a ravenousness appetite for that which he did not earn he began fooling
around with adulterating the metals. This type of behavior also remains part of our current custom and
culture of human enterprise. Because Gold and Silver can be melted they can also be mixed with less
valued metals, such as copper, lead and zinc. Although, getting fooled is a common human trait, we don’t
take kindly to such acts of trickery. Consequently early cheats were often sent to death. Today, if caught
they are normally only fined or jailed.
As easy as it was and is to debase Gold and Silver the impersonation of the genuine article could just as
easily be seen if much alloying was or is done. Fakes of any kind just don’t have eye appeal, and if the
fakes are gold or silver they lack luster, softness and an honest feel. Maybe the eye can be fooled, but the
tooth was usually not. The early Americans often resorted to biting coins to test gold’s hardness. If too hard
then the coin was given back or the perpetrator was given an equal exchange of lightening fast pure lead
Even today, when I buy or exchange gold or silver, if they don’t look or feel right I avoid them. Of course,
any semi-skilled person can subject these two metals to the touchstone and acid tests or specific gravity
tests for purity and avoid being fooled. However, as smart as we are most of have forgotten these time
tested methods and generally rely upon the integrity of the person who stores and trades these metals.
However, at least as far as I am concerned it always remains “buyer beware.” In the long run I’d rather
have a store of the adulterated 14K gold & Sterling silver than funny paper who’s value has always been
suspect. At least the alloyed metals have substance and inherent worth.
Before gold and silver could become money it first had to be found. This peculiar truth gave rise to the
prospector, also known as mountain men. The question was and still is – what kind of person would
willingly brave loneliness and Nature’s often unforgiving mood swings to brave entering the Kingdom of
Metals? Although survival was first and foremost to every miners eye and hand, just try to imagine the
perils waiting to pounce as he searched for a measly ounce.
Can you imagine all the fun it must be to gather up all a person’s belongings and strike out for parts
unknown, without having the slightest clue whether or not success was waiting or not? Once fate has been
thrown to the winds not only was survival paramount, but somehow all life support and the means to dig
had to be transported. If you ever hear anyone saying that digging for gold is a romantic walk in the park
you might want to step back and take a good long look at the speaker, because since when has hardship and
dangerous back-breaking labor been fun? Similarly, if you ever hear anyone say that prospecting damages
the environment you ought to turn and run. Anyone who would say prospecting is bad is either an ignorant
fool or dupe, but more likely to be a beastly socialist who has but one thought – reduce your mind to muck.
Gold was first found in streams and rivers and remained the initial source for obtaining this gleaming
yellow metal. Eventually, these sources became exhausted or too difficult to work so prospectors went
digging holes where gold might be found. Once gold was found deep underground prospectors became
miners. This worked fine till the King took over the mine.
Ever since the days of King Solomon’s mining slaves usually had to do the painful pleasure of digging.
Excavating dirt and rock is far from being a casual amusement. In fact, before modern machinery the lowly
ditch digger usually earned far more than most miners and prospector ever made combined. If lady luck
doesn’t smile upon the prospector he starves, gets eaten by a wild beast, finds old age or fades into some
old memory bin. It’s only the lucky few who ever find gold, little alone justify the expense, effort and
consumption of valuable time, little alone make a profit.
When the first Americans entered this land they had precious little metal of any kind, especially iron.
Consequently, as like thousands of years ago they resorted to using wood tools to work the soil. These
pioneers prospecting freedom’s spheres came to not only escape the King’s heavy hand, but for land.
Without land there were no crops and no crops meant devastation or starvation. As always, eventually these
hardy souls overcame adversity, but soon rediscovered they needed a reliable medium of exchange.
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Believe it or not as we toil we hear the soil telling us to dig the ground to get our pound. When the
pickins get lean we hear a silent scream to move on. The frontiersman heard a similar voice saying “go
west young man go west.” When we listened and obeyed the result was prosperity never seen before. With
this new found wealth came power and as we harvested the minerals the world bowed. Unfortunately, when
we got fat and sassy we always abandoned our prospectors and miners and the Kingdom of Metals
rewarded us with ruin and war. God, won’t we ever learn?
In spite of what you hear America’s roots were and are bound to the metals waiting to be found. We
have always been a nation of prospectors. When we located and used the metals we prospered. But, when
we allow the metals to diminish and become scarce we re-ignite the dreadful flames of chaotic stagnation
or stealing our neighbor’s labor. This is the way it has always been and will continue to be. The choices
have always been simple enough – it’s either dig for and use the Metals or pay the price in our blood. Are
we really so stupid that we can’t see this glaring relationship?
America began to decline when we resorted to placing our trust in paper instead of gold and silver. We
created banks to make and convey this paper. We stayed away from falling into squalor as long as gold or
silver backed the paper dollar. We remained free as long as we had gold and silver, but the banker’s paper
planted the seeds of greed and we found despair as gold and silver declined into need of repair.
One day we went to bed and awoke as our friendly social engineers called the Fed constricted the paper
supply and we begat the crash of ‘29. When we hear our politicians say – to tighten our belts we know the
banker’s are getting ready to administer some whelps. Remember how our Banker’s swindled us out of 500
billion during the Saving’s and Loan’s debacle? Well we tightened our belts and what did we get – more
paper and a bigger debt.
Since 1860’s we have been living with what President Jackson called “The Monster Bank”. As we know
or should know Gold and Silver are not only a measure of freedom, and the gauge of wealth, but nonbacked paper is debt and slavery. Not only was gold & silver cast aside but even the dollar has fallen.
Could it be that the “money changers” are about to create a new order out of the confusing turmoil?
Why did we go off the gold and silver standard? Why are we accumulating unprecedented debt? Why
do we print worthless paper? Why do the Bankers delight in creating credit? Why do we make coins out of
bastardized (clad) metals? Why have we created a “fools gold” plastic rush? Why do we make costume
(fake) jewelry that turns the metal black and the neck green?
Hopefully, you have not only pondered the above questions, but have also reached conclusions about the
following questions.
1.. What was the real reason we killed and forced the American Indian to leave the land and march into
reservations? Isn’t another word for “reservations” also called concentration camps? Before we TOOK the
land, why did we not try purchasing it?
2.. Have you ever really examined the reasons why you want land? Is land a symbol of wealth, status,
power and money? Or is land the fountain of youth hope and dreams?
3.. Why do we migrate to the new reservations called cities? And why are greenies fencing us in? Could it
be something to do with the introduction of paper money?
4.. Why, like the American Indian are we becoming welfare recipients?
5.. Why did we allow Gold and Silver to fade away and become useless tarnished and rusted memories?
6.. Why can’t we see what is happening to us as paper Money becomes the people’s god?
Yahweh said in the Old Testament at Haggai 2:8: “The silver is mine, and the gold is mine…” In spite
of this straightforward biblical statement there are those who believe the world belongs to those who can
take and keep. Perhaps, some believe this foregoing wrongheaded philosophy due to what is said at
Matthew 22:21, “Render therefore unto Caesar the things which are Caesar's; and unto God the things that
are God's.” To those who say that Caesar (Government), owns the world including its resources – I say this
ideology is not only short sighted, but is also anti-human and despises a freeman. The Caesar’s of the world
may lay claim to everything, but the truth is Caesar owns nothing but does lay claim to what he had made.
Keep in mind that the Biblical reference to Caesar owning things can only mean the coins that had Caesar’s
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face. Likewise, today’s Caesar can only lay claim to the God-awful tokens and the green paper dollar bills,
which are merely promises to pay in the form of worthless IOU’s. In spite of the foregoing Caesar owns
nothing for God not only created everything, but also owns all things including you and me. Maybe we are
free to deny God, but I think we do so at our peril.
Here are a few more questions, which deserve attention and due diligence:
1. Have you ever wondered what the difference is between Caesar’s coins and those of today?
2. Didn’t God of the Bible say not to worship graven images?
3. As innocent as it may appear to be aren’t the facial images stamped into metal money “graven images”?
4. What’s the difference between Roman coins bearing Caesar’s face and those of US Presidents?
5. Our modern coins have the stamped words – IN GOD WE TRUST. Why are they all the same size
letters?
6. Why is the word GOD not any bigger than any other word in this phrase? Could this be an engraver’s
oversight, or was it deliberate?
7. Because nothing happens in government without being planned, are these same sized letters on our coins
suggesting that God is not all that important anymore?
8. Why do the green socialist atheists demand that the 10 commandments on government school walls get
gone, yet remain strangely silent about the IN GOD WE TRUST on our paper and metal money?
9. Is it possible that the reference to the letters “G” “O” “D” actually means something we never dreamed
or realized? Perhaps these letters are cryptically referring to their god of death? If these letters mean or
reflect such a God-awful statement, then what does this mean to us who place faith in these mediums of
exchange?
10. When our bureaucrats and politicians swear to God to serve the people maybe they are fooling us into
believing they are referring to the God of the Bible, but in actuality are simply telling us their brand of
truth because their God is not Yahweh, but none other than Satan?
Caesar not only had the audacity to place his likeness onto God’s gold and silver, but he eventually
bastardized these metals with illegitimate foreign alloys. Worse yet, and knowing better America repeated
the same sin. When we first began minting gold and silver coins the images were not so arrogant, but
nevertheless God was not the focal point as to why Gold and Silver were good “mediums of exchange”.
Although none of the Metals are capable of lying – the Caesar’s of the world can, will and do corrupt
them. It’s my belief that if and when we ever return to a freedom loving society whose government exists
purely to protect such, then we should stamp onto the coins only our pledge of allegiance to God. Likewise,
this pledge should be in small letters and only the word GOD or the names of God like Yahweh and/or
Jehovah to be in Caps. This may sound a bit senseless, but it’s our actions that speak louder than words.
Why we continue allowing wolves in sheep’s clothing to devour God given freedom and Constitutional
rights is simply bewildering. Perhaps, we have forgotten the warning given by Jesus in Matthew 7:6: “Give
not that which is holy unto the dogs, neither cast ye your pearls before swine, lest they trample them under
their feet, and turn again and rend you.” Doesn’t the foregoing say what could well happen if we allow the
government to eliminate Gold and Silver as our medium of exchange? Could it be the forces of darkness
despise Gold and Silver because God said these metals are good? Are we now walking in utter obscurity
because we refuse to carry on our person and trade these two precious metals? Could it be that the paper
and plastic cheats are like the “fools gold” many a foolish prospector pinned their hopes upon? I guess I
should not be surprised at how we enjoyed being fooled. For goodness sake, just look around and watch
how many suckers fall for instant riches contained within a lotto ticket or the Roulette wheel. Heck, believe
it or not I still see people who honestly believe they have struck it rich when their gold pan is full of
shinning flakes of floating mica.
From where I stand it appears that our elected and non-elected bureaucrats have perverted the concept of
being public servants. A classic example of this type of corruption and behavior can be found in JFK’s
book “Profiles in Courage”. JFK’s profound arrogance indicates that he will put forth what he considers to
be in the best interests of the people, despite what the people may want. Has the word servant been
magically elevated to mean master? Have our servants been practicing the mysterious art of alchemy where
they make gold and silver into paper and plastic?
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When the government initiates a new program and says it won’t cost the taxpayer a dime, maybe they
may be telling their form of truth – but is it the whole truth? The Government cannot initiate anything
without first getting the money from somewhere. Where is this somewhere located? Well, it is none other
than your pockets. Oh sure, like the wizards they are they can and do print it out of thin air. But does their
creation have substance? What is the foundation for fictitious paper other than convenience? Does paper
and plastic stand the test of time? Or, is paper and plastic merely a passing fancy? What do you think will
happen when faith in the paper and plastic decides to leave? For example – Is it not just a little peculiar that
when the Paper Empire called the stock market is doing well that lot’s of commoners go to flipping
buggers? There is an inescapable fact – the vast majority of Americans have quit saving money. I wonder
why? Could it be that we instinctively know paper and plastic is a temporary rash of worthless trash?
What do you think the Golden Rule means? Is it - do unto others as I would have them do unto me? Or,
could it mean – do to others before they do to me?. Regardless of what you or I believe it appears that our
servants practice and enforce the concept that he who owns the gold rules.
There is a war being waged and it affects you and me. It’s the battle over whether your are cattle or free.
Whether man descended from Heaven or tree, one thing for sure, his first steps were taken on what
made you and me.
Primitive man had only his wits to brave the beasts, so he grabbed a stick and stone and learned to light
the night.
Ancient man seized what he found lying around, then learned to look before he took. A long time passed
before he recognized the metals aging beneath his feet, but in time he managed this feat.
His hand tamed the beasts and forged the metals of the land, and as he dug his holes, the Crown usually
stole his goals. Later, after civilization had taken root, those who toiled the soil sometimes gave the Crown
the boot.
The metals dawned a new era, and man begun to see that he could be free and become whatever he
wanted to be.
Left behind were the horrors of the primordial forest. Yet, savages still lurk in many a domed den,
waiting to ravage his work with a mighty green pen. And, with a new scourge of green rats upon the land,
there is no place for the miner to put his hand. They don't want his silver and gold, for they stole that long
ago, and gave the eco-band all our land. Now, they intend to steal his soul before he can reach the goal.
As the eco-merchants prospect for lies and mine deceit they nevertheless are a beacon of light in the
darkest night. Like it or not I am forced to say thanks, for they show the meek where not to seek.
EcoElitists are unable to accept the fact that all forms of life prospect from birth to death. Eventually, no
matter what, why, or where, all prospectors eventually set about mining something. And, when the
instinctive desire is full or the pot becomes empty back to prospecting all things go.
At Matthew 7:14 it says: “Because strait is the gate, and narrow is the way, which leadeth unto life, and
few there be that find it.” In my opinion this biblical statement describes the true nature of prospectors and
miners. Those of us who have intentionally walked the Kingdom of Metals know that they bind men’s
souls, but few will taste the sweetness of such a find. Yet, in spite of the trials it seems that Truth's furnace
has melted many an ignorant soul, but the precious purity of a freeman's mold remains his task to cast.
Apparently, American's are re-entering Freedom's Furnace, stoked with the coke of green blight, miner's
plight, and Constitutional Rights. Our common trust has turned to rust, but the melting kettles are about to
forge our metals crust. Will we emerge from the fire alloyed with fear, or be a bright strong and Nobel
metallic package giving the yucky green muck the old heave ho?
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To any sensible person "digging" is not only a fundamental Right, but an instinct shared by all living
creatures. It is no less important than eating, breathing, sleeping, and procreating. For example – Have you
noticed how ladies thrive when planting flowers, or, that men flourish as they extract nature’s metallic
nectar? Needless to say - both derive great joy and pleasure as they harvest Nature’s treasure.
Before proceeding have you ever carefully examined what instinct means to you? According to the
State’s religious green doctrine man is an animal whose habitat co-exists with all the other creatures. They
preach that man must curb his ways so that the other animals can be free to roam and do what comes
natural. These same priests also say that miners and prospectors are damaging the earth and must be
stopped. Yet, these same wise greens preach that all life came from Gaia’s green stew, while at same time
say Nature’s Laws prevail. My question is – Which is it? – Are men animals and therefore subject to the
same rules they say all their other animals must obey? Or, are men superior creatures and don’t have to
abide by their green god’s rules? If men are merely animals then the law of the jungle is upon the face of
man. Furthermore, if he is only what the GangGreens say then is not man merely doing what Nature
intended? And, if so, what gives the Greens the right to fiddle with Nature’s intentions? Are the Greens
saying that they alone know what Nature wants or has in mind?
If I follow the green’s gospel thought process trail correctly then it would seem logical that humans,
being animals must also follow the green concept of Nature’s rules, which is instinctive behavior.
Therefore, Nature’s jungle struggle is the first rule of their evolutionary theory. Thus, whatever man does is
only by their Gaia’s divine acceptance and desire.
From my limited study – animal instinctive behavior occurs when the internal state is activated by
external stimuli, which is called a "releaser". Take for example the next ranking predatory kin of man, the
independent, but social Wolf or Lion. When external stimuli combine with internal initiation, such as prey,
a killer response (releaser) is generated, and the resultant action of the predator is initiated by giving chase
till the prey is caught or escapes. So, if you apply this same reasoning to the current green Government I
would presume you will recognize your position when they go in search of food.
Since the beginning of time animal and man dug the ground most likely to capture a bug. Next, he dug
edible roots, and learned to cultivated fruits. In prehistoric times he dwelt underground to avoid harm,
indicating his need and security of Nature's charm.
Before time was relevant men named cities, mountains and nations after many a god and eventually
miners who searched within Nature’s metallic face. If digging was not an essential ideology why do
humans bury their dead? If digging in the Earth was not originally instinctive, then man certainly acquired
the trait. Therefore, which is it – instinctive, natural or learned for man to dig in the Earth? What would the
outside stimulus be to inspire man to dig? Naturally, his instinct to survive would stimulate the need to act
when he saw food and fur scurrying down a hole. What would pulling out of or placing into the dirt a root
be – instinct, natural or learned? Hence, due to his ability to plan ahead for tomorrow's feast, the release
mechanism to act would be generated to trap the beast or plant the seed. Thus, and in due course, the same
is true when the prospector stumbles upon a metal vein, because he remembers and learns that digging
provides gain and reduces tomorrows pain. So, if burrowing or furrowing is instinctive, then it doesn't take
much thought to understand the need to dig.
To regulate this normal behavior is not only a crime, but will in time kill man's roots to mine. Besides,
man's purpose in digging must be beneficial to Nature, or She would have stopped the practice long ago.
I'm constantly amazed as to the audacity of greedy power hungry people who perpetrate the ideology that
their concepts are superior to Yahweh’s intellect. When I listen to the EcoElites they sound like a pack of
preachers chanting hell-fire and brimstone with accusing pointed fingers, while the other hand clutches the
collection plate.
Perhaps, if the green elitists would set an example of how to exist in this world without excavating the
dirt, then man might unlearn the time-honored behavior of seeking spoils in the soil. In addition, if the
greenies would act like doctors whose code is "first do no harm" then maybe the miner would not be so
alarmed. Perhaps those who believe the green rubbish ought to practice what they preach so that we can see
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the merits of what they teach. I, however have no intentions of living by tooth and nail, even if it means
jail.
When I was a kid I used to hear the verbiage "sticks and stones may break my bones, but words will
never hurt me." This old adage according to the Christian faith was never true, because through the "Word"
all things were created, and today, the green regulators written or spoken words can find the miner doing
time or an exquisite fine. But, worse still, all mankind is now subject to jail, with no bail due to the hail of
their venomous green words.
Our founding Fathers said, "we've given you a Republic, if you can keep it." Can we take back what was
stolen? Can we clean up and save what was poisoned by the gooey green pooh? Will there be risks to life
and limb? The answer to these questions is yes, yes and yes!
What do you do when someone attempts to steal, kill, or ruin your hopes, dreams and ideals? What kind
of villain would destroy the entrepreneurs who provide the jobs we all so desperately need? What does it
say about our sense of values when a radical group is allowed to dismember society, and grind the miner
into oblivion with crushing regulations? Do we really want to turn over the reins of our Souls and destiny to
a crawly green brew that will twist it into a maggot infested stew?
When the body is invaded by a virus it produces antibodies. Yet, we humans have never developed a
natural defense or a serum for eco-pooh. The very essence to our recovery is to become informed. To
remain ignorant is dissolution and death. So, turn on the lights to rid ourselves of the belfry bats and evil
green rats.
Are the green priests ambassadors of Nature? Or, are they parasitic infestations doing what instinct
demands, which is – to EAT? Perhaps its time we took a bath.
As I have tried to say in Lure of the Caballo’s and Metals, Man & Land – God, Jesus and the Metals
created us. We go nowhere and do nothing without this creative triad. Like all living things we are
constructed of that which God made manifest – The Metals. To add a bit more clarity and say another way
– Life as we comprehend the concept is incompatible without the Kingdom of Metals. Therefore, is it any
wonder why we seek the manifested face that created us? Likewise, it is no accident that the dark side
wants to destroy the foundations of mining and metal mediums of exchange.
The Bible says at Matthew 7:7: “Ask, and it shall be given you; seek, and ye shall find; knock, and it
shall be opened unto you”. Well this is exactly what prospectors and miners do. Yet, there is a dark force,
which would deny this reality. This darkness resides in the mythical theories spit-out by green evolutionists
who have infiltrated all towers of power. If the EcoElitist’s get their way then what will become of us? I
think we have some idea as to what Satan wants, but what do the greens who say there are too many
humans have in mind?
St. Matthew also says: 7:15: “Beware of false prophets, which come to you in sheep's clothing, but
inwardly they are ravening wolves.” Does this not sound like the GangGreen’s shouting their anti-human
slogans of doom and gloom? Prospectors and miners seek not rough roads to hoe, nor are they on the dole,
but are needless to say are up the pole. Perhaps St. Matthew’s statement: 7:16: “Ye shall know them by
their fruits” says it best when describing all who seek to destroy miners and prospectors.
I wonder what the abominations that steal God given Rights have given back in equal value? Perhaps
they believe that it’s their counterfeit paper money, instead of gold and silver which can and will if not
abused purchase long lasting pleasure and happiness? Once, not all that long ago we thought that the world
was flat in spite of the fact we kept going around and around. I wonder if we will never learn that what goes
around comes around?
We are commanded to seek the face of God (Chronicles 16:11), and I believe that prospectors and
miners do this religiously when they look and dig deep into the mineral depths. Most people seem to think
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that God exists somewhere out there, and must climb high to find him. I, on the other hand have taken the
opposite approach. Instead of seeking upwardly I seek him inwardly, which includes the Earth’s depths.
I’m sure you’ve heard the expression that man cannot live by bread alone. Expanding this concept a bit
further man cannot find peace of mind by always staring up into the sky. Yet, man has always found a
degree of sustenance, security, happiness and contentment by simply dancing upon or playing in the earth.
Because the Metals are a facet of God’s image and that I am made entirely of metallic substrates,
minerals or metallic salts I am always privileged to be able to touch the face of god. Thus, by getting to
know myself and therefore realize that my calling is to prospect I fulfill part the requirement of seeking his
face.
You may not want to believe it but we are in a war where it is winner take all. The question is or will be
– which side are you on? Are you a green evolutionist or a believer in Biblical principles? Do you support
the socialist ideology that all of the land and all natural resources are the property of the Government? If
you believe in Christianity and do not subscribe to the preceding sentence do you really know your
adversary? As awful as this may seem have ever you considered that your enemy might be your brother,
sister, friend or next door neighbor? Didn’t the Bible indicate that in the last days it will be brother against
brother? Do you really believe that anyone who has been in government for more than five years is your
friend? Are there honorable people in government I sure hope so. But the question remains – who or what
do they serve? http://www.gold-eagle.com/editorials_01/lundeen021001.html
I personally have no problem understanding where the GangGreen State stands for they have declared
their Atheistic, actually anti-Christian stance long ago. In light of their now awkward position of enforcing
the green faith I am having trouble understanding how the Government will enforce the US Constitutional
mandate: “Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free
exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to
assemble, and to petition the Government for a redress of grievances.” As I read the constitutions of New
Mexico and the US Government we are to be protected in our right to freely practice and preach our
beliefs. It’s obvious that the States and Federal Government and most of its agencies have cast aside the
Republican principle to not adopt a sanctioned religious faith. Just as clearly they now embrace the thesis
that Nature or some other green corporate entity is the creator that demands complete and undivided
obedience.
The State has elevated the animals above man in prominence. To assure their new green foundation the
State says habitat is theirs to control, while in the same breath audaciously say that the majority of people
agree with their point of view. Monkey manure! Something is wrong about their bold statements! Either the
circles I travel within are incorrect or the state’s figures are wrong. Yet, I strongly suspect that neither the
state nor I am in error. From my vantage point the State simply refuses to accept the validity of any person
who does not agree with their green faith. Thus, we who don’t share their faith are not only irrelevant, but
also not counted during their consensus counting practices. This type of philosophy is amazingly similar
and no less frightening as what transpired during the Medieval Crusades. Both sides in the middle of those
terrible times found no ground of respect or toleration. Their answer to any and all opposition was death.
Unfortunately this awful age-old practice never faded from man’s memory banks. In fact, all it ever seems
to do is change its grotesque facial features from shades of red to the present day green.
For awhile we had the makings of a benign government. But, somewhere along the way it changed its
complexion for it is now totally intolerant to any religious faith that does not spit-out the same prescribed
dogmatic rhetoric. It’s kinda strange and peculiar that US Navy like our nation’s jails now freely
acknowledge and accept as legitimate the practicing Satanist’s.
Regardless of what the State may be or believe I maintain that the corporate State’s and the corporate
Federal Government has to grant me the right to practice my religious faith even if it is contrary to the
green faith the State has adopted. Furthermore, the corporate government must provide me safety and
security the same as they do and have done for radical eco-terorists. I guess it’s time that we all must ask
ourselves who or what is the government residing within the continental United States? Is it by and of The
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People, or do the evolutionist’s own our government, or is the government evolving into a new people’s
god?
The same corporate government that spawned the various wildlife, environmental and land
management agencies has apparently decided to subscribe to the rule of the jungle. In its patent wisdom the
government clearly says that we must now bow before the new Caesar and the like minded green priests.
In addition, individual rights and freedoms are relics of a long lost era. Gone also is the foolish belief that
the air, water and land is a God given right to have and use, for these corporeal topics are to be regulated
from cradle to grave. As if the foregoing was not enough there’s the frightening probability that even the
heavens are or soon will be the possession of the state.
We reside at the threshold of what is to be. We either stand now for Truth or forevermore keep our
mouths, ears and eyes shut. In other words: we’d better not speak such evil things as: as good as gold or a
freeman’s land.
Even though there is an endless list of who is being targeted for attack if they dare use the land and
water I am primarily focusing on the nightmare behavior of Bureau of Land Management. This federal
agency has seen fit to constantly harass the logger, miner, rancher, private property owner, recreational
vehicle users, rockhounder, spelunker, and treasure hunter with one end in mind, which is the complete and
total extermination.
Therefore, with nowhere to run or hide it’s time to stop pretending the BLM or any state and federal
agency is a friendly servant. Sure these BureauRats scare the Hell out of me, but not standing up to their
savage ways is only inviting these sinister predators to devour what little remains of our God given rights
and constitutional freedoms. No doubt they will cast me into one of their dungeons for not complying with
their green nightmarish religious sacraments. But in spite of their will to bend or break me, I’d rather be
dead than their green or red. To further illustrate the forgoing read in the book of Daniel how
Nebuchadnezzar demanded that everyone within his kingdom bow down to his new gold plated statue.
Everyone except Shadrach, Meshach, and Abed-nego fell down on bended knee to worship this idol.
Consequently, these three wise men that faithfully served only Yahweh were thrown into the fiery furnace.
Likewise, I too refuse to bow down to the government’s new green god and most likely will be sent to
experience some terrible ordeal. Whether or not Yahweh and Jesus chooses to save me from this fate I do
not know. But to willingly bow down and worship that which we were clearly advised not to do seems far
more perilous to the soul than jail, hangman’s noose or the guillotine.
We keep hearing over and over how the majority wants more green protection. But, during the recent
presidential election the Green Party failed to muster up all that many voters. If they reflect such a huge
percentage of the American people as they always portray I wonder why the majority did not embrace their
green socialist faith? Fortunately, they won’t be able steal any federal matching funds for the next election.
Even though this is a blessing, they still pillage our pockets via federal grants, so they will be a constant
nagging itch till we decide to scratch away these parasitic infestations. The government is constantly
preaching that America is a democracy. So, if this is an accurate reflection of American voters then ask
how come it is ok for the government to give our taxes to organizations that the majority of The People
don’t agree with? Perhaps the government spends to much time cutting bait at Joe’s Trout House where all
the suckers hang out? Their bait and switch tactics work for some, but never everyone. Thank goodness
some of us can still recognize something fishy.
It’s simply amazing that we don’t catch on to the ways of the tree-huggin rat-kissin greenies that shout
for democracy. Yet, strangely, when it comes to allowing the voting public to have a say - democracy takes
a silent back seat. Surely, anyone who believes these so-called democratic low-life’s enjoy the art of being
fooled. If this is not true then why do 50% of Americans vote for the packs of born again political
husbandry practitioners, who’s lies and deceit send truth to wander the wilderness? Can you imagine their
hideous howls if we could vote on a single greenie issue? Why this thought would terrify them and expose
them for the frauds they are. Their actions remind me of all the other finger pointers who forget that three
of their own fingers are pointing right back at themselves.
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Most of us do not have any memory of the brown shirts of Germany who also started out with chants
and slogans of save this and protect that. These brown shirts eventually became the Nazi’s, Gestapo and
SS. Like all political beginnings the brown shirts who called themselves social democrats adopted various
party platforms which promised peace, security and order to protect the people from the evils that had
taken-up residence on the Fatherland. Of course, the brown shirts had to be grounded in two fundamental
principles, which would provide both the entrance of a Savior and a visible enemy of the state. The exact
same tactics are again being played out right here in America, and we’re falling for the smell hook line and
sinker.
The National Social Democrats (Brown Shirts) propaganda machine began with specific chants, ranting
and ravings about how the good people were being taken advantage of by the bad monsters within their
Republic. Their first targets were the highly visible Jews, but eventually spread to anyone not bowing to
this new creed. The Brown Shirts realized that in order to gain authority and complete governmental
control that the attacks upon this new enemy had to be selectively staged and waged, or they would not
gain a significant minority of the of the good people’s consent. They had to be very careful to not ruffle any
powerful feathers so they began picking upon the poorest of Jews. However, their stride quickly escalated
into the goose stepping pace that devoured all the so-called greedy Jewish merchants, doctors, lawyers,
small time bankers and of course the goldsmiths.
After hundreds of selected physical attacks upon property and lives came the blasts of regulated
restrictions upon rights and freedoms. Clearly, as everyone knows, or is lead to believe that law & order
demands sacrifices. Next, their land was seized. Finally, after all personal belongings were confiscated the
now defenseless Jews found themselves being herded into concentration camps. Here’s a couple sites for
more information as to how the Brown Shirts gained power. Although the brown shirts are gone we
Americans and for that matter the world is blessed with green mind-sets. Strangely, and just like the
German people we too are either too blind, just don’t care or are willing to sacrifice freedom and rights
upon the green alter.
http://www.calvin.edu/academic/cas/gpa/ww2era.htm http://www.fsmitha.com/h2/
During the Nazi rein of terror the unfortunate believers of Judaism were first manhandled just like
today’s American Ranchers, Miners and Loggers. Oh sure, the Greens modus operandi is different, but the
results are the same – an endless supply of regulations, which criminalize all land use behavior.
All goons wherever they exist must first secure political power before they can implement their agendas
upon an unsuspecting people. But to keep power they must get their hands on both land and an easily
convertible medium of exchange (money). The Brown Shirts of Germany stole the Jew’s gold and tangible
assets to finance their relentless boot stomping raids. The modern day Greens infiltrated our towers of
power and are now accumulating both land and gold while giving us abundant laws and regulations as well
as their worthless paper and plastic. But, we are as happy as pigs in mud, cause most of us (city dwellers)
are not yet feeling the effects of their attacks.
Eventually, the kind hearted Nazi’s began rounding-up and shipping off to collection centers all their
undesirable debris and trash. Naturally, all that the State considers as defective, imperfect, flawed or tainted
becomes useless garbage to be disposed of in the most efficient manner possible. However, in this case all
these adjectives are describing human beings whose only crime were believing in the God of the five books
of Moses, and thus became “wards of the state”. Just in case you have not looked into this “wards of state”
terminology they are similar to soldiers who are expendable cannon fodder. And, what does the State do
with any/all undesirables – they force them to not only be contained, but to work with little or no pay. Of
course, in time, something must be done with the organisms that wear out. But there are so many of these
useless hulks of rubbish! So, the state being an efficient social manager eliminates these nuisances by using
the most expedient and latest scientific methods available – the furnaces. Before the Gas Chambers and
furnaces became operational they had to be justifiably used. So, the Nazi’s began using words like rags and
excrement to define those who would find themselves within these humane dislocation control centers.
Likewise, before the Greens can eliminate the undesirable Miner, Rancher and Logger or private property
owner they must first brand them as polluting criminals.
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I could have used any number of the multiple national socialistic nightmares perpetrated upon citizens
of counties like China, Russia, Cambodia and Latin America. This socialization of the world is an ongoing
endeavor where the people are all told what to do from womb to tomb. One of the easiest ways to spot a
socialist nation is how the people dress, live and travel. Whenever you see color schemes (color of law) that
define who is who, like it or not you too are living intimately with the same brood of hoodlums that have
created so much mayhem throughout the world. Maybe you remember how our government schools started
saying that in order to control and keep the school kids safe from fellow classmates that all kids would be
dressed in the same color coordinated clothes. Heck, I still hear this idea being battered around. Even
scarier is that I hear parents saying that this is a good idea. These parents who send their kids to
government schools are themselves already indoctrinated by the same system. They have either bought the
lies, or turned the thinking switch off. Do parents really want their kids to look, think and behave the same
as everyone else? If so, don’t parents realize that without individuality there’s no challenge?
As I have said previously – the control of money is the seat of power, which begs the ultimate question:
Why don’t the so-called courts that prosecute so-called war criminals ever root out the financiers who
finance the atrocious wars against the people? Of course this answer is amazingly simple. Can you imagine
any ward of the court (lawyers), anywhere in the world even saying their names, little alone convicting
these Titanic paper hoodlums? I conducted many a search and history indicates that it has never happened –
so why would we suspect that it is possible today?
Currently, our pals, the mobs, who staff the government agencies continue to spout that The People are
harming the environment or destroying the habitats of their chosen few, which they must protect and save if
the world is to survive a thousand years from now. Yet, when you examine the facts it sure is odd the same
government that is predicting the world is going to end is the very same that bombs, destroys and finds
way to constantly kill The People inhabiting the earth.
Sadly, many still believe they can trust the BureauRats. I wonder how many of these trusting souls know
that our good buddies in the name of National Interest or National Security did and do all manner of terrible
atrocities to We The People? So, for the doubting Thomas’s ponder on these items:
1. Subjected unknowing citizens to injections of plutonium during the days of the Manhattan Project.
2. Purposely tested thousands of military personnel to extremely hazardous radiation exposure during
atomic bomb detonations.
3. Subjected the people of San Francisco to bacteriological tests during the early 1950’s.
4. Subjected school kids in Minneapolis (1952) to zinc cadmium sulphide experimentation
5. Subjected NYC subway users in 1966 to experimental bacterial attack
6. Subjected all the people in the 50 states to radiation fallout due to their atmospheric atomic bomb
testing.
7. What about all the other American guinea pig testing that we don’t know about?
Some people actually believe that it’s ok for a government to be in the business of secrets. I agree that
loose lips sink ships. But, to allow any government or agency to operate in secret is a recipe for disaster and
slavery. As if a secretive government was not bad enough – the same Uncle Sam’s and Aunt Nannies
created the Immunity acts to protect themselves from us the very people whom they swore to serve and
protect. Obviously there is something terribly wrong when people like Alabama Attorney General Bill
Pryor would write in court papers: “The problem is, every law has a disparate impact on someone,” yet, not
do everything in his or their power to start dismantling these royal edicts. Here’s another example of
government out of control: "it is difficult, if not impossible, to estimate the actual costs and benefits of
federal regulations with accuracy. We lack good information about complex interactions between different
regulations and the economy." (From OMB & Congressman Joseph Knollenberg) at:
http://www.ipi.org/ipi/IPIPublications.nsf/PublicationLookupFullText/6DAD7DCFC0110441862569CF00
1F99CC
I will say it again, despite the fact that there are those who don’t agree, there is no such thing as a good,
fair and just man-made law! If this nation is to be as great as it could be we must fuel the purifying fires by
burning every law on the books. Having said this, let’s go back to simplicity. Let’s once again try to live by
Yahweh’s 10 Commandments. What’s the point in making every human behavior a criminal activity,
unless the intent of the law is actually to do the Devil’s bidding?
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Previous to 1964, being young and extremely naïve I wanted to believe that our government and the
bureaucrats were honorable and fair. Even though I instinctively knew that there was something out of
kilter when silver disappeared, and often saw how badly the police in LA behaved I still accepted the
mythic reality that government was nonetheless a servant. Boy was I in for a surprise. When I began my
machine tool sales career in the Deep South I began to see all sorts of alarming malfunctioning
authoritarian rule. One such excellent, yet sickeningly example of this behavior was when I was in
downtown Birmingham, Alabama. I witnessed how the police let the dogs loose on Black demonstrators.
Even though I was on the right side of the street it was nevertheless appalling to actually see the utter
contempt and complete disregard the police showed for dark skinned citizens. I guess that was the moment
when I realized that what was happening to blacks would someday happen to whites. Remember the history
lessons about what we did to American Indians, American Japanese and what goes around comes around?
Years later I began reading articles that described that my fears had already become reality and had been
applied even to me. My first 18 years of life found me in Spokane, Washington, where I along with every
other unsuspecting white person was being showered with radioactive contamination emanating from the
Hanford Atomic Works. This same callous disregard for citizens regardless of color also was being done at
the other bomb making facilities across the USA like in Boulder, Colorado and Savannah, GA. Later when
the people started complaining about these polluting sites the government officials first would deny the
charges, then cover-up their messes and eventually saying they did not realize that pollution was occurring.
While one controversy after another raged I asked myself why would government authorities allow such
goings-on? The only logical conclusion I could arrive at was that public servants would and will do
anything to protect their power and paychecks.
In a nutshell, money seems to be at the heart of rotten behavior. Yet, and upon closer examination
money like guns can’t and don’t do anything without human action. Therefore, even though some people
say that both guns & money are evil I have taken an alternate road of perception, which suggests that it is
the dark hearts of people who corrupt the use of these tools.
While I attempted to sell machinery to steel fabricators in the eleven southern states I was compelled to
drive the highways six and seven days a week. I began noticing how cities created speed traps to snare
unsuspecting drivers. So, here again is another small example as to how government uses and abuses rules
and laws to harvest the people’s money. It took many years to curtail this hideous practice of abusing traffic
laws by picking pockets in the name of safety. But, as most truckers know – the cities, states and federal
DOT agencies simply perfected their financial distillation procedures. Instead of the obvious and pervasive
speed traps, they simply created more rules to provide the various agencies the power to extract even more
of the people’s money. Now, in 2001 none of us are safe from the squeezing hands of the roving safety
clans. We are supposedly a free people, but just try to drive without identity papers, proof of employment,
licenses, seat belts and insurance.
Shortly after the General Land Office merged with the Taylor Grazing Act to become in infamous BLM
in 1946 other Government agencies, in collusion with the BLM used the Public Lands to conduct Atomic
Bomb tests. On the surface this National Interest sounds somewhat virtuous in spite of the fact that our land
would not only be rendered unusable, but that thousands of animals quickly found peace of mind. Whether
or not the foregoing is disturbing what about the fact that this agency that cares so much about animals,
land and air never mentioned that radioactive plumes of dust would be sprinkled over the entire 50 states?
In the event that you’d like to do additional research on the history of the BLM here’s an excellent site:
http://merrimack.nara.gov/guide/rg049.html
There is an endless list of atrocities our beloved Uncle Sam and Aunt Nanny gleefully imposes upon us
all in the name of preserving our safety, health and well being. As anyone in government is quite willing to
point out that We The People are simply too stupid to manage our own affairs. And without the expert
guidance of all the agencies like the BLM, EPA and the illustrious Game & Fish why we’d all perish over
night. It is kinda strange how we American’s managed to do as well as we did till all these incestuously
begat agencies miraculously arrived just in time to deliver us from ourselves. Here are a few more reasons
we should never question our government and always place our unbridled trust in the wise land, air and
water management agencies.
1… The intriguing collaboration of the BLM and state & federal wildlife agencies who have important
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from foreign countries various exotic animals and put them on our land. Not only did they do this
arrogant deed without consulting the American people they inappropriately often list these same
animals as endangered or threatened on our land but are not such from where they originated. A case in
point would be the Mexican desert big horn sheep. Not only does the taxpayer pick up all the
outrageous expenses, but these same animals are usually targeted for sport hunters as trophies.
2… The EcoElites demanded that gasoline engines become more efficient and less polluting. So MTBE
was chosen to meet the Clean Air Act requirements. Now, the same EPA is saying in some many well
crafted words they goofed. It appears that MTBA is infiltrating lakes and drinking water supplies.
3… The green organizations whole heatedly embraced by land managers openly say that there are too
many people on the earth and that at least half or more must be eliminated.
4… According to the wisdom of land experts – The plants, including grasses in western states must be
protected from the current over grazing, mining and recreational activities. Yet, when anyone does a
little homework it becomes noticeable that the grasses and plants growing today are just as abundant
as they were 100 years ago. Prove this to yourself by looking up old pictures and written accounts.
5… Tourists are supposed to flock into western to see critters like wolves, sheep and spotted owls that the
social engineers either planted or declared off limits to human activities. Oddly, I have not heard of a
single community that is prospering from these eco-lies. On the other hand it well known, but never
publicized that prospectors and miners have always made western towns prosper.
6… They say that miners holes are scenic pollutants as they rapidly expand their facilities and parking lots
to accommodate more experts like archaeologists, paleontologists, ecology experts.
7… They say that putting more land into wilderness designated areas will keep safe the land for future
generations as they deny access to those currently living.
8… It’s just fine to TAKE private land for public good but not ok for the public to use the same land.
9… It’s ok for the animal experts to TAKE wild animals into custody and place radio monitoring
equipment around the animals necks in the name of preserving the animals welfare and freedom. But
let you want to own a wild animal and it’s off to prison for you.
10.. It’s ok to cause the prospector, miner, rancher and logger to become extinct while spending billions to
transplant a critter that decided to leave hundreds of years ago.
11.. It’s just fine for the experts to burn millions of acres, kill millions of so-called endangered species and
destroy the habits of their darling pets. Yet, when fires threatened their building and property they
spared no expense to protect what was theirs. But, if you tried to protect your private property and
home during a fire you will go to jail for disturbing the habit of rats.
12.. For a long time the land managers said it was an illegal to run off any wild mustangs that were eating
rangeland grasses that cattle needed. Yet, they imported exotic game animals to roam the same lands as
they began their horse round-up because there was too many of them.
13.. After the wild burros and mustangs were rounded up, which cost taxpayers millions to do, the BLM
officials sold these animals for pennies on the dollar to citizens. However, John Doe could not sell the
horse to slaughter houses. But guess what – BLM personnel did just that and pocketed the money.
14.. In a camouflaged effort to drive miners off the land the BLM stopped the long standing requirement
of mining claim owners to stop doing the $100.00 per claim each year assessment work. Instead, they
said mining claim owners now had to pay the BLM this $100.00 per claim each year as a Rental Fee.
But, this was clearly patently illegal terminology, so later they revised the term RENTAL to
Maintenance Fees. The BLM also said that the General Fund would increase by 100 million as a result.
But the truth was that the number of mining claims diminished, and so did the number of discoveries of
mineral/metal resources.
15.. As Miners, Ranchers and Loggers are driven off the land our hungry socialists school administrators
who skim off at least 50% of revenues for their fat paychecks send your taxes through the roof.
16.. In 1969 Louisiana ecology experts planted the water rats called Nutria to eat the unwanted weeds that
were clogging the canals. Today these rats have eaten everything in sight and even the police shoot
them on sight because they are digging tunnels into the levies. But, the anti-fur ecologists demand that
it is cruel to shoot or skin these giant rats.
17.. Oddly land managers protect the same rats which give us the Haunta Virus.
18.. They ban DDT and millions of people die from Malaria, in spite of the fact that DDT is not the toxic
product they have tried to scare us into believing.
19.. They said it would be generations before life returned to Mt. St. Helen’s, boy were these experts
proven wrong. Yet, if a little miner digs a tiny hole they claim this human activity is harming the
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environment.
20.. Let a miner dig a little and it’s Hell to pay, but just fine for the bone-picking archaeologists to make all
kinds of tailings piles, which you pay to have made.
21.. They created the Teaton Dam and in spite of the evidence staring right in the face they allowed
massive property damage to occur when it eventually failed.
22.. They scream how terrible it is for a miner to pan for gold in creeks, streams and rivers because this
activity disturbs the sediment, which causes harm to all manner of aquatic life. Yet, they demand and
get the officials to allow the Hoover Dam to flood the Colorado River valley, because they want the
sediment to be redistributed so that diverse water life will thrive.
23.. They say mines are visual pollutants while they pick your pockets to live in their skyscrapers.
24.. The world wildlife fund claims that if you donate to their green cause that they will save the planet
through diversity. Recently the power companies in California are facing major trouble supplying
electricity. The greens demanded and got the California legislators to enact their expensive clean air
regulations and no new power plants were built. These same greens demanded that only natural gas be
used to make power. Thus, California is now reaping the green benefits, which could have been
avoided by building a few coal fired plants. But, coal means mining and that is terrible, can’t have
cheap coal supplying power. Now the chickens have come to roost and the the people are crying help
save us from ourselves. The greens sold the state to promote solar power and it failed. The greens got
the state to demand that the windmills get subsidies by selling power into the electrical grid. Guess
what, these wind mills are stopped because birds get killed flying into the windmill blades.
25.. Although this is an endless list – the greens are claiming that if we don’t stop all industrial
production that generate all manner of so-called environmental pollutants humans might face
extinction in a thousand years. Yet, I wonder why these same sagacious greens fail to explain how that
centuries ago grapes flourished in Greenland and the British Isles, but have strangely vanished? Or
why can’t the citrus crops grown in the deep south continue to flourish? Or, why do the citrus crops
in Florida and Brownsville, Texas keep experiencing devastating freezes? It’s obvious that the climate
has changed, yet the greens continue shouting global warming warnings?
26.. The classic example of how well Caesar treats his subjects can be seen in the Public Housing projects.
The only thing that sees to be the rule and not the exception is the abundance of gang terror and
rampant poverty. So if this is an example as to the intent of government then I can only imagine what
our pals in the green corporate government has in store for public and private lands.
27.. Of course, all the above are merely the initial stages of what is likely heading our way. The trial, in
your face runs conducted at Ruby Ridge and Waco should have opened all eyes. These blatant,
arrogant graphic displays of vehement disregard towards Christians, women and children are
frighteningly similar to the tactics the Brown Shirts employed.
In spite of our cares and woes you needn’t worry because the Greens are wise land-lords and will look
out for your well-being, happiness and prosperity.
You don’t suppose that when the so-called natural disasters strike (Earthquakes, Floods and Fires) that
these are wakeup calls do you? If there is no relationship between the activities of man who seems to relish
rebelling against GOD and the Ten Commandments, then why does the bible say that in the end times there
will all manner of devastation? Could it be that God is warning and spanking us for not seeking His face?
Not all that long ago there came a tiny green band singing lofty tunes about peace and security, while
bearing gifts of clean air, water, and land. Little did we know that these gifts were but a ploy like the Trojan
Horse used to sack and destroy the city of Troy.
When the new millennium arrived it clearly showed to all that we have become a divided nation. Make
no mistake – We either love that which God of the Bible said was good or we enjoy the perils of the
Pharaoh’s.
For about 40 years we have been traveling in a new wilderness where green laws have polluted the air,
water and land. Once again we face adversity. We either go forth into the Promised Land where freedom
and metals wait or return to Pharaoh’s gate. There is no middle of the road; a choice must be made. It’s
either pull together or get torn apart.
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I don’t believe in compromise or swearing allegiance to anything other than Jesus the Christ, the Metals
and God Yahweh the Creator. Furthermore, I do not believe that the corporate government has a right to
force me to comply with immoral anti-God regulations. So, I say here and now, loud and clear for all to
hear that I cannot and will not comply with the anti-human and anti-biblical BLM 3809 regulations. I
therefore petition the government to not only accept my right to worship Yahweh, but to practice my faith
by seeking (prospecting and mining without encumbrances) God’s Holy Face reflected in His Metals.
Even though I instinctively knew that the war began in 1964 I did not realize the depth to which we’d all
sink as the sands of time eroded around our souls. When the new medium of exchange supplanted gold and
silver our freedom was lost in the past. Now we find only desolation and despair at hand in what was once
a proud and free land.
Since the battles of ’92 I’ve known that the end was near. I mistakenly thought the power of the BLM
had forced me to stay out of sight and wait for a better time to fight. At the time I thought I could see but I
was blind as I tried vainly to stand tall and free. With nowhere left to run or hide God granted me the sight
by which to fight. I discovered that the method of war is a two edged sword. One side cuts clean while the
other shines bright for all to see how to be. Both sides are truth, but it is for us to choose to gain or lose.
Even though there was a brief reprieve when we fought the New Mexico sheep cheat of 1992 we were
still on Pharaoh’s land. And, as I stood at the edge of despair I did not have long to wait to see and hear the
nauseating screams of the GangGreens. In front of the shrieking green hordes could be seen howling wild
beasts straining against the leather tethered to Caesar’s charging steeds. Unfortunately, I had forgotten what
I had learned years ago. But, if I had only thought to seek Biblical counsel so readily visible to one and all I
would not have had to fled. Hopefully, when the next confrontation rears its ugly head I will remember
what was so eloquently said:
Psalm
23:1: The LORD is my shepherd; I shall not want.
23:2: He maketh me to lie down in green pastures: he leadeth me beside the still waters.
23:3: He restoreth my soul: he leadeth me in the paths of righteousness for his name's sake.
23:4: Yea, though I walk through the valley of the shadow of death, I will fear no evil: for thou art with me;
thy rod and thy staff they comfort me.
23:5: Thou preparest a table before me in the presence of mine enemies: thou anointest my head with oil;
my cup runneth over.
23:6: Surely goodness and mercy shall follow me all the days of my life: and I will dwell in the house of
the LORD for ever.
None of us would ever have to run or hide if we would only apply what’s so clearly said at:
Psalm
1:1: Blessed is the man that walketh not in the counsel of the ungodly, nor standeth in the way of sinners,
nor sitteth in the seat of the scornful.
1:2: But his delight is in the law of the LORD; and in his law doth he meditate day and night.
1:3: And he shall be like a tree planted by the rivers of water, that bringeth forth his fruit in his season; his
leaf also shall not wither; and whatsoever he doeth shall prosper.
1:4: The ungodly are not so: but are like the chaff which the wind driveth away.
1:5: Therefore the ungodly shall not stand in the judgment, nor sinners in the congregation of the righteous.
1:6: For the LORD knoweth the way of the righteous: but the way of the ungodly shall perish.
Clearly to all that can see, hear and smell our government and all its progeny, like the BLM and Wildlife
agencies has evolved into an empire who’s only purpose is to rule evil. Before I understood this foundation
laid by God it was tempting to quit as I walked in their seemingly endless midst. In spite of all their
guiltless talk, I somehow had to find a way out of this place where only demons stalk.
As I kept prospecting our common ground, fortune smiled on me when I stumbled and found metallic
Truth. It had been laying right where it had been left just waiting there all along, but I had been too blind to
see. It is not Gold and Silver which I had been digging for. Although Gold and Silver are God’s good
metals to be used for mediums of exchange it is the WORD that exposes the truth that lies at the essence of
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each of the metals. By reading His WORDS it allows each of us to seek God’s face which can be
Witnessed as TRUTH in each of the Metals He has so graciously allowed us to touch, taste, hear and see.
Freedom resides in Truth – Truth dwells in the WORD – the Word is with GOD — who’s face can be
seen in the Metals. Thus, and even though the forces of darkness seek to pervert our freedoms, distort the
Truth and deny GOD, we cannot live without the Metals. Although we may have lost our sight as we
stumble along the way we are nonetheless what made Eden’s Garden. To get a clearer perspective as to
how and why I can arrive at this last statement -- please read these two pdf files.
http://www.accu-thump.com/book/book.pdf
http://www.accu-thump.com/book/mml.pdf
It’s no secret that truckers are rugged individualists. Also, and just as obvious is that these professionals
willingly endure hardship and stress as the very people they serve hurl ridicule at them. The question is
why do they brave these dangers and harassment for inadequate pay? There can only be one logical reason
for this baffling behavior, which is none other than the desire to acquire that which many of us either lost or
threw away.
We all drive life’s hwy searching for reason and purpose. Unfortunately, most of us take detours and
remain frustrated as we mire deeper into our ruts. Similarly, shortly after arrival our urge to merge seems to
causes us to lose sight of the way. In spite of shared instinctive desires to be free we all tread upon or
remain rooted to a common ground.
Although I believe in a common destiny, I also believe that individually we have limited choices. So,
drivers, wherever you are, even though we claim individuality we are nevertheless united. Even though we
are all used and abused we can use our numbers to accomplish our shared desires. Like the metals, when
they come together they make up the world as minerals for us to stand and travel upon. Sure, difficult times
still lay ahead as we approach the Promised Land. We weren’t promised a rose garden, but we can choose
to leave bondage behind.
Well you made it this far, so I now offer a simple solution that will not only rid us of our shackles, but
will allow us to make and take the first steps into a new free land. As I said at the beginning of this tour –
you professional drivers and RV’rs number in the millions and are a force to be reckoned with. No, I don’t
mean that your political clout will unlock the shackles and set you free. There is an old saying – “you
cannot con a con.” So the use of politics, which is the ultimate con game will not change the singlemindedness behavior of the BureauRats or the legions of GangGreens that corporate Caesar commands.
No amount of applied force will conquer Caesar, for that is what he is. Violence and force always begets
more of the same, in other words – what goes around comes around. We’ve been down that road before and
have remained lost. For a moment, when we had enough of the King we discovered new roots, but it was
not long till we forgot who we are and set about giving back this Promised Land. Apparently, we cannot
handle the burden of responsible thoughtful choice and desire others to do our thinking. Of course the end
result has always been the same – unbearable burdens and no choice.
I suspect that what is called human nature or natural behavior, which seems to always find us in
bondage or under the thumb of rulers is due to, at least in part, to our primal instincts. Evolutionist’s call
this thinking behavior reptilian, but I think it is something much simpler – the Metals. It appears, at least to
me that we’ve been given the choice of which direction to travel Life’s highway. We all seem to start out
on the same path, but at some point along the way we are confronted with making a choice. I suspect this
choice is the root of temptation. From the moment we arrive on the path we seem to be in a rush. Kids,
want to become adults and enjoy the usually denied or forbidden fruits that adults seem to enjoy. Each of us
at some point in time make decisions or choices, which cause us to either stay on the straight and narrow or
stray and change course at the first fork. Clearly, all roadways have their own set of bumps, ruts and curbs
that we either find or avoid. Some of us don’t like the challenges of making our own choices and prefer
someone else show us the route, in spite of the fact that the Bible’s map points the way. There is no doubt
in my mind that the choices or detours we make or take either lead onto Caesar’s road or Gods Highway.
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Every professional driver knows that to just stay even in this “Just In Time” corporate world more miles
are required. But, try as we will we only get further and further behind. We know something is biting our
rear, but can’t find a way out of this fear even though the solution is so near.
A long time ago Moses was shown the way, and to this day the Bible says it is never far away. Yet, even
though we knew it was close by we seldom looked in the right places, but didn’t know why. What we
sought has always been in plain view while our eyes searched big blue. Those of you who have read what I
previously said, probably suspect I am saying to look under our feet or back to the mine. Nope, not at all,
but if you’re to ever have a real good dime you must find what we did mine.
Light always chases darkness away. Correspondingly, rats cannot stand the light of day and will flee at
the first signs of a single ray. Have you ever wondered why the powerful seek or prefer secret dim-lit
rooms, which remain out of sight? Fortunately, for us, the greedy have printed so much paper that their
nest is teetering on the verge of collapse. All we have to do is give it a nudge and down the sewer it’ll go.
This won’t happen over night, but neither will it take much of a push.
There are a few Nobel efforts currently being waged by true believers of freedom and individual rights.
Unfortunately, at least in my opinion, these gallant efforts are short sighted. In my way of looking at the
problem trying to undo the wrongs by seeking relief in the courts is an exercise in futility. In your opinion
what would posses a thinking man to suspect or believe that a freeman has standing in a rigged or clouded
judicial system, which says from the outset that anyone entering those doors must abide by their rules and
have very deep pockets? I can’t for the life of me understand why our imagination would fool us into
suspecting that we can receive fairness from an enemy camp? In other words – is it logical to expect
parasites and carnivores to stop the instinctive behavior of eating? Medicinal data clearly suggests that to
curtail an unwanted infestation is to either eradicate the critter or remove the food source. Evidently, we
cannot exterminate the beasts, but we can remove ourselves from their plates.
We used to have real money, but it was ate not too long ago by critters that live on envy and hate. Sure,
their slick promises created gratifying images in their mirrors of smoke. And, yes they gave us abundant
and inflated pompous prosperity. But, what was the sales price? No longer is their money tree ripe, in fact it
has become smelly green tripe.
Contrary to popular belief we live in a real world, not some fantasyland. As I write these words
California is experiencing an energy crises, which could be one of the triggers that causes a market
stampede. The people of California believed the green lies and got in return rolling blackouts. These flashes
in the night ought to be a warning we’d all better heed. As I watch events unfold what are the Californian’s
doing to solve their problems? All I can see is the politicians doing more of the same – pointing the
crooked fingers at everyone else. They plead for mercy and to be rescued from their own green deeds.
You’d think they’d wake up and decide to be self-sufficient. Instead, they wish to remain dependent cause
they are asking for help from the same beasts that created the mess. I don’t know how the majority thinks,
but it sure seems time to quit looking for a corporate white knight to save the day?
We made our beds, so either we lay in our mess or wash the sheets and take a bath. Wealth and
prosperity is not something that the corporate government’s paper and plastic provides or buys. Nope, it is
what it has always been. It’s what God gave us all and for free. All we ever had to do was put out the effort
and dig. We either continue living a lie or re-claim our natural resources, which beg to be used. Oh, I know
the greens say that these resources are finite and won’t last. What crap! If this was really true don’t you
think the rain would have stopped long ago? As long as God lives there is no end to all our wealth that lays
in wait beneath our feet. Furthermore, if we are really sovereign we don’t need to ask permission to use and
enjoy what has always been free.
Clearly, many of us have lost our way and find ourselves recklessly wondering the corporate roads. But,
because miners and prospectors have always known the instinctive truth there are unholy forces that are
making it clear there is to be no more human land.
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To all who can still see the BLM is in league with both the devilish corporate giants and the corporate
states. This unholy alliance has seen fit to conspire via their MOU’s (memorandums of understanding) to
not only drive the miner off the land, but to erase the memory that the Metals can still be found. If any of
“We The People” formed such alliances we would be found guilty of breaking the law, that forbids
collusion. I say, without hesitation that the corporate State, the multi-national business corporations and the
BLM are conspiring to make sure that all metals, including the precious mediums of exchange, as well as
all other natural resources are now in the final stages of being nationalized. Thus, the BLM 3809
regulations are not only abominable acts of treason, but are flagrant and arrogant acts of terrorism against
all of humanity.
If this latest BLM war tactic is allowed to stand then sovereign individual liberty, rights and freedom are
not only threatened, but are facing imminent extinction. In the BLM’s & Wildlife agencies own words this
is an outright belligerent “Takings”, which was warned about in biblical prophesy “Revelations”.
I keep trying to say that there are dark forces that hate and despise both God, and the precious Metals.
Remember the adage – “oh what webs we weave when we seek to deceive”? Well, the same holds true
when we travel the yellow brick road paved with good intentions. Unfortunately, we quit God’s metallic
path in favor of a compromised paper trail that’s taking us all straight to Hell.
As our new President seizes the reins of power I can only hope that he is not a wolf in sheep’s clothing.
If he can open up the arctic wilderness to resource development then he sure can throw away the God awful
BLM. Maybe, we are blessed with a man who will rise above the need of greed. Perhaps, he will be the one
that understands – that to serve is mightier than any master could ever be. Therefore, it remains to be seen
if he will be the first of the best or just another shabby Caesar.
Quite likely you’re asking how you alone can hope to right the wrongs being done to man and land?
Although gold and silver aren’t for eating they are God’s mediums of exchange. Paper delivers us onto evil,
whereas gold and silver which is good and does not lie can keep immoral behavior at bay. The corporate
money managers have printed so much addictive paper there’s imminent danger of an overdose. Realty is
knocking at our doors and if we don’t change course it’s the pits we are headed for. At the moment we live
in an upside down position which causes us all confusion and frustration. We’ve been programmed to
believe that green governance is king and gold, silver and God are not Truths that last.
All I’m saying is if you want a good chance to get your freedom back then stop mortgaging your soul to
the company store. The easiest way to retrieve what we lost is for as many people as possible and as soon
as possible to simply buy a few ounces of silver or gold. At the moment (1-29-2001), silver should cost
only about 5 to 6 dollars and ounce. Therefore thousands of you drivers can afford a few ounces of this
precious metal that promises individual freedom. For those of you who have a few extra shekels consider
purchasing an ounce or two of gold and see how good you’ll feel.
Because it’s your fate that’s at stake, try to imagine what could happen if you were to buy a couple
ounces of silver and encourage another to follow your example, whom in turn passes the word? If only a
few hundred thousand drivers purchased these metals the beasts wouldn’t have a clue that their paper glue
was about to send their rule up the flue.
Just in case you have a few lingering doubts about how important The Metals are to your existence just
try living without them. You cannot discard a single metal/element without forfeiting your life. Think about
it a little and perhaps you will begin to truly understand their significance to what we call reality. Here’s a
web site showing many of the elements contained within the human body:
http://www.neosoft.com/~uthman/elements_of_body.html
Finally, I recognize that some, many, most or perhaps all that have read this will disagree with portions
or all of what I am trying to say. Whatever, the case may be, my intent is not to change your persuasions or
beliefs, but to attempt to create another way of viewing the same stretch of road.
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**************************************************************************************
Return to the Accu-Thump® Home Page

http://www.accu-thump.com

Go to Lure of the Caballo’s

http://www.accu-thump.com/book/book.pdf

Go to Metals Man & Land

http://www.accu-thump.com/book/mml.pdf

Go to Revelations

http://www.accu-thump.com/book/revelations.pdf

Go to Rooted Solutions

http://www.accu-thump.com/book/rootedsolutions.html

Email comments, suggestions, requests and links to: jcummins@accu-thump.com
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